Walking in the Light
By Prophet Ken Dewey – First Received: March 12, 2011

A Teaching Word from God
[The Lord spoke and revealed this teaching to me personally. It is revelation knowledge. I have written it
down as the Lord gave it to me. This teaching did not originate with Ken Dewey, he only received it.]
NOTE: *THE THINGS IN RED ARE THE WORDS OF THE LORD GIVEN DIRECTLY TO ME.
The Lord said to me:
“I will talk to you about some things that you need to know.
“You must stop your foolish walk and stick to walking in the LIGHT in LOVE. Walk in love; this is your
first priority.
THE FIRST PLACE IS GOD’S PLACE. If you walk in this first place, everything before you will
become as NOTHING. There is NOTHING IN COMPARISON TO ME.”
I began to think in my mind about how big the Lord is, and that nothing could overcome me when I trusted
Him. Then I remembered how the Lord had told me, NOTHING CAN STOP ME FROM DOING WHAT I
AM GOING TO DO! It was comforting to be told this. I then realized that the Lord was going to have His way
in my life no matter what the circumstances.
He then began to say:
“Time is too short and my plans are made, I will perform them in you. I have brought you to this very
time. I will accomplish my plans for you; I will make sure they are carried out!
MAKE YOUR PLANS AFTER MY PLANS, WALK WITH ME IN WHITE. DARKNESS WILL FLEE
FROM THE LIGHT, the Lord said.
He then began to explain to me, that the following would be like a blog.

Darkness will flee from the light.
Light of My way, will light your way.
The LIGHT WALK is the BRIGHT WALK
The BRIGHT WALK IS THE OVERCOMING WALK,
The LIGHT WALK is the VICTORY WALK,
The VICTORY WALK is my walk!
Jesus
[He told me to put His name on the bottom.]
I sat stunned as I read the blog. Wow, I exclaimed, this is neat! “Yes”, He said.
He explained how He wanted to talk again about the SPIRIT WALKER. I want to add some things to what I
said about this walker, I told you before of him.
He explained to me that He was going to give me some way to remember what He was fixing to tell me. He
would use the first letter of each sentence to make a word to remember.
Write down the following:
AMAP He told me what the letters mean: A MAN, A PERSON.
He then asked, “What does it say?” He explained, “This is a person with a map….Understand? A MAP?

Illustration #1

He went on to say that I will give you A MAP to show you how to walk.
Now, draw an oblong circle on the paper about three inches long, and then draw a light bulb in the center
and above the circle. [He explained the circle was an illustration of the light, made by the light bulb:] Now
draw many soft lines radiating down from the light bulb.” [See Illustration #1]
He explained that the light bulb represented Him, so… write my name “Jesus” on the bulb.
Draw now a “stick figure of a man” directly under the light, and a dark spot under the feet of the stick
man. Going on, He explained the dark spot was a shadow. He asked me, Ken you are an artist, don’t you
understand how shadows work? Shadows are cast according to where an object is positioned in
reference to where the light source is placed. Now draw another “stick man” over to one side near the
edge of the circle, and then draw the shadow according to where it would be in reference to the light bulb.
I drew the stick man and drew a long shadow going away from the direction of the light. I knew you
understood, He said, you studied art.
Shade now with a pencil the outer edge of the circle, shading the area all around the circle from light to
dark. The farther you go from the edge, the darker it becomes.
Now write the words; DEATH, STALKING, CLINGING, around the outer edge of the front line of the
circle. He then explained that this is the devil, and he is always stalking and waiting for someone to come
too close to the edge of the circle of light. If and when they do they will “stumble and fall down”, then the
devil will be clinging to them. The shadows and the edge of the circle represent UNBELIEF. He said that
“Unbelief is walking in or into the shadows—walk too far and stumble into DEATH STALKING, and
CLINGING DEATH is the devils’ HAMMER.”
Remember the little man laying on the ground in your dream “Clinging Death” [Spirit Walker], he tried
to hit you with his hammer?
“Stay in the center of the circle and you will find AMAP.
The AMAP is my map. Everyone needs a map on a journey.
When you’re in the middle and the light is directly above you,
The ONLY SHADOW IS DIRECTLY UNDER YOUR FEET!
When it is under your feet, then it is ALL CLEAR to step forward,
the farther you go away from the center, the less you can see where to step.
If and when you apply this principal you will always know and SEE CLEAR to walk”
[He added, laughing,]
“YOU SPIRIT WALKER YOU!”
He began to explain to me again, about forming a word to remember- what He said from the first letter of each
word, sentence, or phrase. He explained that He was going to tell me something very important to remember:
“R” is for RUNNING
“N” is for IN
“R” is for REVELATION
“K” is for KNOWLEDGE
“W” is for WHITE

Then He said the word…..RNRKW and He said this was the formula for SUCCESS!
Divide the words in two like….RNR KW
this has a meaning He said as He explained. Remember when you were in the Military Service?
What did the term RNR mean? It was used to refer to a time of rest and recuperation.
The rest was referred to as RNR.
Say the word….RUNNING N REVELATION.
He explained that in order for a person to walk perfectly he had to have REVELATION.
The reason I separated the RNR from KW is because of the meaning.
K represents KNOWLEDGE as I said.
Now W is for WHITE.
Put the two together and you have the abbreviation for KILOWATT.
Don’t you remember when as a young man you studied electricity?
What was the meaning of KW?
It was KILOWATT.
Now say it….
RUNNING IN REVELATION KNOWLEDGE WHITE
the WHITE represents HOLINESS... You will run CLEAN and HOLY.
This is the only way you can walk in perfect Light. If you step in the shadow,
you walk in UNBELIEF.
Revelation Knowledge will produce Holiness
in which you WALK PERFECT!
I could hear a song that I have sung many times in my past, it kept ringing in my mind, and I began to
remember the words: „WALKING IN THE LIGHT.” I REMEMBERED THE WORDS “TRYING TO WALK
IN THE STEPS OF THE SAVIOR….
STEPPING IN THE LIGHT, STEPPING IN THE LIGHT… I thought to myself, that I would have to get the
song and sing it again, for the Lord has reminded me of it so vividly.
As I was thinking of the song, I heard the Lord say:
“Any step you take IN THE LIGHT, will not take you from the light.
SO WALK IN LIGHT…..WNL
Write WNL, then put the sign for equal, add FELLOWSHIP.
Now remember this,
WNL = FELLOWSHIP
IN LIGHT I will walk in FELLOWSHIP with you!
You will always be directly under me.”
The next day as I typed this report, I saw even more clearly the meaning of this. I wondered at first how He
could say “Any step you take IN THE LIGHT will not take you from the light.” It follows reason that when
you step out from where you stand, that it would change your position and change the shadow. I thought “Did I
write it down correctly? I answered myself, I am very sure I did, for He told me everything to write and I was
very careful to write all He said. I had even gone back over it all with Him.

I looked again at what He said: “IN LIGHT I will walk in FELLOWSHIP with you. You will always be
directly under me.” That is it, I exclaimed, He said “IN LIGHT I will walk in FELLOWSHIP…..WITH
YOU. He is walking with us...
PRAISE THE LORD, AND, WE ARE WALKING WITH HIM!
Now I hear Him reminding me; “BE SURE YOU ARE STEPPING IN THE LIGHT! You can never step in
the shadows without WALKING AWAY FROM ME!
“I CAN NOT WALK IN DARKNESS AT ALL.” He said, I am holy, I cannot. If you step in the darkness,
I cannot go with you, I will remain holy!
I know now that the Lord can only watch us from His vantage point, when we walk in the shadows. He is crying
out for His wayward people to come up under Him, like a hen, gathers her young to come up under her wings.
Read it in Matthew 23:37-38:
“O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the prophets, and stonest them which are sent unto thee,
how often would I have gathered thy children together, even as a hen gathereth her chickens
under her wings, and ye would not! Behold, your house is left unto you desolate.”

GOD LED MOSES WITH A CLOUD AND A FIRE
Having began to feel very tired, my eyes became clouded and my head felt light. I heard the Lord say, “I can
see you are tired; go on to bed I can tell you more at another time.
No, please go on, I do not want to wait because this is so wonderful. I looked at the clock and it said 3:30 in the
morning. Wow, time sure has passed fast since we began to talk, no wonder I am feeling so tired. Tired or not I
did not want to stop, It had been so wonderful.
I heard Him say, “OK, let me tell you about Moses and the cloud and the fire. I led Moses with two things
as he delivered the people out of Egypt. In the daytime I led him with a pillar shaped cloud that he could
see and know where I was leading him. In the night I led him with a pillar of fire.
Take the paper and draw a cloud, then put a line from the cloud and at the end of it write Moses. Go
down the page below the cloud and draw a form for fire, draw another line from the fire and again write
Moses. Now draw a horizontal line between the two drawings. Write now beside the cloud drawing “Day”
and beside the fire drawing “night.”
Without hesitating He said, ” now draw an all inclusive symbol “}” to include both drawings. At the middle
of the inclusive symbol write “protection.” [See illustration #2]

Illustration #2
He then caused me to remember the story of Moses, when He led the people from Egypt into the desert. I made
it possible in the day and night; to travel and not lose their way. I also protected Moses and the people from the
Egyptians and from themselves. I led them forward and I protected them.
I could see in my mind the pillar of cloud and fire that stood between the armies of Egypt and Moses. With their
back up to the red sea, they had nowhere to go. At night this cloud which brought darkness to the Egyptians,
brought light to Israel kept guard between them both, so that none of the Egyptians could get to the camp of
Israel. The supernatural protection, that God gave Israel, was what the Lord wanted me to see. It was also plain
to see that the Lord did not intend for them “to wander,” but to be guided every day by the cloud and night by
the fire.
The Lord wants all to understand that when they are walking in the Light of the Lord, that he will lead them in
definite directions. When there is nothing but light before you and you are standing in the middle of the circle of
light, the shadow is UNDER YOUR FEET and you can see clear to step in any direction. But which way do I
walk in the Light? The answer is, “I WILL GUIDE YOU INTO MY PERFECT WALK!”
As He revealed to me these things, I felt and understood that this walk from the middle of the circle would be a
SUPERNATURAL and POWERFUL walk. I began to think thoughts from the Lord, thoughts like….this is the
walking on the water power, and this is the power to be translated from one place to another. Then, I began to
see the supernatural power of God that would be available. What mountain needs to be moved? What problem
is in the way? Nothing is impossible with the Lord.
Interrupting my thoughts, I heard Him say, “Remember the sculpture you had a desire to sculpt, the woman
that represents the Church, My Body? You wanted to put eagles at her feet, back to back, with their
wings upward. The woman with her hand up would be standing between and above the eagles. You have
had this desire for a long time.”
Yes! I remember very well, I replied. I have for a long time wondered about the verse of scripture in Isaiah
40:31 where it says “But they that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength; they shall mount up with wings
as eagles; they shall run, and not be weary and they shall walk, and not faint.”
I could see that “wings of Eagles.” [I have loved to sculpt eagles] I wanted to put the eagles into the sculpture,
and this is what I had imagined.

But the Lord said, “It says with the wings of Eagles, not the eagles themselves. Your idea of the sculpture is
good but you must understand how the wings are to be sculpted.”
I listened with much interest and He told me that the woman would not be standing on eagles BUT SHE
WOULD STAND ON ME. He was the one to lift her up into the air.

THE CLOUD AND THE WINGS
He explained to me, that the woman would be standing upon Him, but that He would be represented in the
sculpture as a “CLOUD” because He must HIDE HIMSELF IN A CLOUD. The reason, He explained, I need
to be in a cloud, is because of my holiness. Men could never look upon me in all my glory, in their natural
bodies, and live. I must hide myself in order to not kill them, for I cannot tolerate sin, and men are in
sinful bodies. These men must be changed from their natural bodies before they can enter into my glory.
The sculpture should include a cloud under the woman’s feet and on one each side extending out of the
cloud the wings. The wings should be positioned extending upward along her legs and waist. [See
Illustration #3]
I was shocked. I had never thought of that, it was so clear to me, there were no eagles in the verse, only wings!
He said, Now draw a Cloud with two wings (as Eagle wings) coming from each side of the Cloud than
draw a vertical line between the middle dividing the drawing in half. Shade the one side to represent
Night and the other Day. Write on each wing accordingly DAY = SWIRLING CLOUD…. NIGHT=
SWIRLING FIRE.

Illustration #3
The Lord protects us Day and Night
as we stand entirely upon Him
and His Provision.

He went on to say something that has absolutely amazed me. . . He told me that the two wings represented in
type the cloud and fire. The pillar of cloud was moving constantly like a whirlwind and the fire was
burning and moving in a similar pillar. The wings of an eagle are continually moving. The movement
speaks of my power to move you into the supernatural world and enable you to “RUN IN REVELATION
KNOWLEDGE WHITE!”
You will mount up with my wings and run, and not be weary; you will walk and not faint. I am the wings
that will protect you and enable you to walk in victory. I am a God of the supernatural power; nothing is
too hard or impossible for me, for I will make a way.”
The illustration below is a drawing of the entire vision of the Bride standing on the Cloud which represents God
and between the two Wings representing the Pillars of Smoke and Fire, illustrated in Figure #4

Illustration #4
The revelation of what He had said continues to guide me into more and more understanding. I am now seeing
many more insights into the Power in the wings and their extension from the cloud.
Recently while teaching this revelation to a church the Lord added MORE. I had the drawing (Figure #1) of the
Light Bulb and the Circle with little stick figures enlarged on a drawing board; I heard him say…. Now turn
the piece of chalk sideways and blot out the Stick Figure Man directly under the Light, by making a
vertical line over the man, than cross it and MAKE A CROSS. Instead of the Man you now see ONLY
THE CROSS. This is what must APPEAR OF YOU…. YOU MUST BE WALKING IN THE CROSS
AND THIS MEANS THAT THEY CAN ONLY SEE JESUS….. When you walk in the Power of the
Cross and Resurrection POWER…. YOU WALK IN HOLINESS!!
WOW… I exclaimed… that is right we are only enabled by the POWER OF HIS CROSS AND
RESURRECTION TO BE HOLY. Holiness is not ours, but His. Now it is IMPORTANT HERE TO NOTE
each person HAS YET TO YIELD (OBEY)…. AND WALK IN HOLINESS, thus the Scriptures says…

“KEEP MY COMMANDMENTS… AND WORDS… We have a choice to both Yield AND OBEY… now to
the true Holiness He has created in us, or to walk as flesh men. We are not saved to walk in the FLESH or in
DARKNESS… We are Children of the Light and are commanded to not RECKON OUR BODIES DEAD (the
Old Man has been put to death on the Cross, amen?) We are to walk as DEAD MEN… We are to walk in
HOLINESS. He SUPERNATURALLY HELPS US TO WALK….
He went on to say to me that in HIM was found NO SIN AT ALL. It is the SIN THAT CAST SHADOWS.
He told me that since He was HOLY, HE CAST NO SHADOW…. Matter fact…. “IN HIM IS NO
SHADOW OF TURNING” ….
Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, and cometh down from the Father of Lights,
with whom is no variableness, neither SHADOW OF TURNING.”
James 1:17
That is it, I understand now…. HOLINESS CAST NO SHADOWS…. and because there is NO SIN TO CAST
SHADOWS this gives the body a SUPERNATURAL WALK. The Lord had told me one night while praying
during which I had an “OUT OF THE BODY‟ experience (where I went into the Spirit World and left my body
behind) that MY BODY COULD NOT COME WITHOUT HOLINESS…. Well now I see this! If and when
we WALK IN HIS DEATH [OF THE CROSS], and put aside sin we will WALK HOLY. Than the Body can
and will experience the SUPERNATURAL such as walking on Water or Air, rising up and walking
supernaturally. WOW… WHAT A BREAKTHROUGH… WOW…. We too (THROUGH HIS
RESURRECTION POWER AND YIELDING TO OBEY ALL) can and will walk WITH NO SHADOW OF
TURNING. It will be the RUNNING N REVELATION KNOWLEDGE WHITE!!!!!
We cannot even see any SHADOWS BEFORE US OR UNDER US…. BUT WILL WALK IN THE LIGHT….
AS HE IS IN THE LIGHT!!!
” This then is the message which we have heard of Him, and declare unto you,
that God IS LIGHT, AND IN HIM IS NO DARKNESS AT ALL.
If we say that we have fellowship with Him, and walk in darkness,
we LIE AND DO NOT THE TRUTH;
BUT….
if we WALK IN THE LIGHT, AS HE IS IN THE LIGHT,
we have FELLOWSHIP ONE WITH ANOTHER,
and the Blood of Jesus Christ His Son
CLEANSETH US FROM ALL SIN.”
I John 1:5-7
All scripture taken from the KJV and all Illustrations are drawn by Ken Dewey.

